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Cenmun 2019 makes students bold & wise
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Nagpur: After concluding a tedious Day 1 of debate at Cenmun 2019, the concluding day on Sunday saw the students both
excited and enthused and returning home wiser and happier. Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar, hosted the Cenmun
meticulously. The Times of India was the print partner of the event.
On the ﬁnal day, the delegates, all between 11 and 18 years, were excited and enthusiastic at the same time. Committees
convened on time to display their talent and hours of preparation. The Rajya Sabha committee had a powerful discussion on
the topic of Jammu and Kashmir and stated reasons of their disappointment with the BJP policies.
Another powerful committee UNHRC (United Nations Human Resource Council) had a serious debate on Myanmar’s eyewash
of Rohingya crisis.
Agendas ranging from drugs to status of women, refuge crisis, civil war in Syria, jobs status in the USA were discussed in detail.
Delegates displayed their happiness on being a part of Cenmun.
Speaking to TOI, a participant said, “I feel proud to be part of the MUN which has already bagged the title of being the biggest
MUN in Central India. Apart from just us speaking on the topics, it is good to see the listeners getting to know more about the
global issues, in depth, rather than just having a superﬁcial idea about it. Such events help students and adults to know more
about the world and its happenings.”
According to the UNHRC chair, he said, “Age is just a number. It is not about the number of MUNs one has attended, but the
outcome which one experienced out of it.”
Chairs of other committees highly appreciated the dedication and research work of the delegates and congratulated them for
their tireless eﬀorts and good performance.

According to the Cenmun head, the competition is becoming tougher each year. Powerful and eﬀective speakers are coming
up with their pointers and the quality of performance being displayed deserves a next level appreciation. CPS bagged the
Cenmun with 900 participants, highest number one has ever achieved along with the inclusion of international debaters.
Each committee was awarded for best delegate, high commendation, special and verbal mention award. The closing ceremony
was washed oﬀ due to heavy rains on Sunday evening. Hosts CPSWN won the ‘Best Delegating Trophy’ securing 153 points
and Centre Point School, Katol Road, bagged the second position with 95.5 points.

CPS management congratulated the secretariat team and the students who were part of the success. The students-organized
programme lived up to the expectations of the attendees.

